BOOK DRIVE FOR INDIA

Calling for Used Psychology and Mental Health Related Books and Journals

Do you have any counselling psychology/mental health related books and journals that you no longer use?

The CDCP Centre is running a book drive for Sampurna Montfort Collage in Bangalore India. Your contributions will help the many students at Montfort Collage who could benefit from accessing great mental health related materials!

Drop Off Used Books At: 7th floor in the Counselling and Adult Education office (see drop box in front of the mailroom, beside large table).

Book drive running from June 1st to Nov 1st, 2011

Timings: Office opens from 9am-6pm. After 6pm books can be dropped off on the 7th floor in the drop box in front of the washrooms.

Website: http://www.oise.utoronto.ca/cdcp/
http://www.sampurnamontfort.com/
contact rameet, rameet_s@hotmail for more info